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• Effective caching policies are 
important in edge networks[1], figure 6.

• Online Convex Optimization (OCO) 
used to tackle the caching problem[2].

• A no-regret policy is introduced 
through optimism[3].

• How does optimistic online mirror 
descent as a caching policy measure 
against previous OCO caching 
policies?
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figure 3, average regret over MovieLens trace. figure 5, average cache cost over stationary trace.

Conclusion

figure 1, system model of the OOMDne policy

• The optimal learning rate η* ensures the optimallity over any request trace, it perfoms 
well even under a stationary trace, as seen in figure 2.

• Over a non-stationary trace outperforms OOMDne   its non-optimistic counterpart slightly, as 
seen in figure 3.

• OOMDne  with a high quality of recommendations has sub-zero regret over an 
adversarial trace, as seen in figure 4.

• A slight increase in perfomance between different quality of recommendations can be 
seen over a stationary trace, as seen in figure 5.

• Over all traces does OOMDne have a sub-linear regret regardless of the quality of 
recommendation

Future Works
• Batch requests instead of single file request

• From single cache to a cache networks

• Integration with a recommender system on real data sets

• Theoretical regret bounds for learning rates of OOMDne

figure 4, average cost over an adversarial trace.

figure 6, a model of an edge cache network[4]

• Online Gradient Descent (OGD)

• Online Mirror Descent (OMDne), used with a 
negative entropy mirror map.

• Optimisitic OMDne (OOMDne),  uses 
predictions for future request.

• A visual representation of the OOMDne policy 
is given in figure 1.

• Policies perfomance measured through cost 
function and regret.

Methodology

figure 2, effects of different learning rates over stationary trace.


